
The origin-linked quality virtuous circle

Origin-linked products are products that are differentiated (or can be differentiated) on the basis of their local 
identity or typicity. Their promotion through a geographical indication (GI) is therefore justified by their local 
environment that confers to them, from the consumer point of view, a particularity, a specific quality or reputation.  

The fact that these products are linked to their place of production can give birth to an origin-linked quality 
circle, inasmuch as the promotion of their specific quality generates positive effects (economical, social and 
environmental). These effects can be reinforced over time thanks to the sustainable reproduction of local resources. 

This virtuous circle represents a four-step process of value creation and preservation, starting with the local 
stakeholders’ awareness about their product’s potential and their decision to develop a collective process to protect 
and promote it. The economic valorization comes from consumers’ recognition of the product on the market, and 
can be reinforced by official recognition and legal protection of the GI intellectual property rights.  The sustainability 
of the origin-linked process depends on both the market remuneration and the reproduction of local resources. 

Local stakeholders are at the center of such a process. Economic actors and “external” ones (from public 
institutions, NGOs, research and development centers) play a crucial role. The institutional framework (i.e. 
policies and regulation) also constitute an important element in the promotion and preservation of quality linked to 
geographical origin.

Certain food and agricultural products have a specific quality linked to their production origin that can make 
them famous as a result of characteristics linked to their local natural and human environment. This specific quality 
provides a product with the potential to play a role in a sustainable development process, inasmuch as local stakeholders 
can turn latent local resources into active assets, preserving and enhancing them, so that they receive society’s 
recognition and are better  remunerated in markets.
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1. Identification

This first stage is absolutely essential, inasmuch as it involves identification of the potential for developing an origin-
linked strategy. Such potential concerns: 

•	 the	product:	Does	it	have	an	origin-linked	quality?	A	market	and	a	strategy	to	optimize	it?

•	 the	area	:	What	are	the	local	resources	brought	into	play?

•	 the	stakeholders:	Are	they	aware	of	their	product	potential?	Are	the	stakeholders	ready	for	participatory,	
collective	action	in	view	of	the	collective	nature	of	the	resources?

Without	these	elements,	the	origin-linked	strategy	is	compromised.

2. Qualification 

The qualification represents the process by which the society (consumers, citizens, public authorities, other value-
chain actors...) will be able to recognize the specific value of the product. This stage entails the establishment 
of local rules for the recognition of the origin-linked product on the basis of its definition as agreed among the 
producers. In other words, it is the formulation of the specifications (or code of practice, CoP) and the associated 
control plan, with which the GI name may possibly be registered and protected. The collective mobilization process 
that should start during the identification phase, will have to be consolidated during the qualification phase in order 
to take democratic decisions for the definition of the rules. 

3. Remuneration

This stage consists of paying for the value of the GI system through the market (promotion and marketing) or other 
non-market systems (payment for environmental services, for example). In this stage, coordination between the 
value chain stakeholders is essential in order to formulate and implement the marketing strategy. The definition 
of the roles and creation of the producers’ organization is a key element, as such organization plays a vital role in 
internal coordination among the producers and within the value chain, and also in representation vis-à-vis society.

4. Reproduction of local resources 

Reproduction of the system means that the resources are preserved, renewed and even improved along the cycle 
in order to ensure sustainability of the system. This stage corresponds to a regular evaluation to be carried out to 
ensure the sustainability, by verifying the effects of the process in economic, social and environmental terms, so that 
the necessary adjustments and modifications can be designed. The reproduction of local resources is valid for the 
whole area and hence for all the stakeholders and activities found there. The search for an increasingly sustainable 
process leads toward the development of an extended territorial strategy, which consists of extending the benefits of 
the reputation to all activities and creating synergies, for example through local tourism with its effects in terms of 
direct sales. 

Role of public policies along the circle 

Throughout this cycle, public policies (national and local) provide a legal and institutional framework capable of 
creating conditions favourable for taking into account the key factors of the origin-linked strategy process. From one 
hand, they provide the conditions for recognition, regulation and protection of property rights associated to GI, from 
the other, they can foster the positive impact on local development and boost environmental or social sustainability.  
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